General Notes:
1. Some parks have mowable areas with steep slopes and may require special equipment and/or additional handwork.
2. Contractor responsible to field verify all site conditions prior to submitting qualified bid.
3. All vertical amenities and park features that interrupt the mowing area including but not limited to, fence lines, buildings, benches, grills, picnic tables, monuments, flagpoles, retaining walls, trees (with care to the asset) and similar features, as laid out in the "Mowing Exhibits" shall be weed whipped around.
4. Special time and care shall be taken around trees and other alive plant materials to not damage under any circumstance.
5. Mowed maintenance strips around paved or concrete surfaces shall be 3'-0" in width.
6. Do not mow areas because they look like they have been mowed in the past. Only mow what is shown on the "Mowing Exhibits".
7. Area calculations show on "Mowing Exhibits" are estimated quantities for bidding purposes only.

Areas to Mow

Square Feet: 84,964